Evaluation of carotid distal pressure for prevention of hyperperfusion after carotid endarterectomy.
Sometimes preoperative cerebral misery perfusion induces an occurrence of hyperperfusion after carotid endarterectomy (CEA). We intraoperatively measured carotid proximal and distal pressures and evaluated their role in predicting hyperperfusion. Twenty-one sites with an indication of CEA were preoperatively assessed based on the bilateral perfusional state of the cerebral blood flow (CBF) and delta CBF by single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). Postoperative SPECT was performed immediately and on the fifth day after surgery. The distal and proximal pressures were intraoperatively measured through an internal shunt tube, and the evaluated relationship against hyperperfusion was shown on postoperative SPECT. Despite strict control of blood pressure, 7 patients postoperatively showed hyperperfusion on SPECT and 2 of them had transient neurological symptoms. The distal pressure was significantly different between the postoperative hyperperfusion group and the normal one; however, proximal pressure and the difference between proximal and distal pressures were not significantly different. In the hyperperfusion group, delta pressure was apparently higher, and delta CBF and distal pressure were significantly lower than those of the normal group. Intraoperative measurement of distal pressure as well as preoperative estimation of the cerebrovascular perfusion and the reserve is of importance in predicting postoperative hyperperfusion.